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From the beginning of this series I want to set a couple of parameters for the teaching.  
The first is that for the most part in this series we’re going to take more time for the 
teaching than I normally do, which means we’ll be consciously limiting some of the 
songs each week.  There is simply too much ground to cover in each of these topics for 
me to do justice to it in 30-35 minutes, so we need some more time. 
 
Secondly, by the nature of the series we will touch on difficult topics, which means that 
this will be a little messy.  There will be times that I will say something in the message 
that will challenge some of your deeply held beliefs.  I imagine that I will do that 
regardless of your religious background.  I will do my best to talk about all of these topics 
in a charitable, respectful way, attempting to hold together two critical elements that 
Jesus was well known for:  grace and truth.  I will not try to resolve every tension (some 
of you will wish that I would), because there’s something about living in that tension of 
grace and truth that shapes our character, our thinking, and our actions in the world. 
 
We’re going to start this series by talking about the Bible for a couple of reasons.  One is 
that almost every week I open the message by asking you to “turn with me in your Bibles 
to…” some passage in this book.  But some of you are not so sure why we should turn to 
this book rather than some other book.  Others of you are not convinced that a book 
written so long ago really has much to say to our lives today.  We need to talk about this 
book first so that when we get to the other sticky topics and point to the Bible as a 
reference point to address those questions, we’ll have some semblance of 
understanding about why we should allow this book to speak into our lives today. 
 
I’ve said before that I grew up in the church, so the Bible has been a part of my life for a 
very long time.  My early years were spent memorizing verses of the Bible, reading the 
Bible stories and getting to know the characters found in these pages.  I got familiar with 
Noah, Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus, and eventually the disciples.  As you might 
expect, I had a pretty simplistic view of what the Bible was. 
 
I don’t know if I could have articulated it at the time, but I had this sense that the Bible 
had floated down from heaven to earth just as I was reading it.   As such it was, as I 
often heard, “the word of God”.  That word seemed like a rule book to me, though a 
confusing one because there were certain rules we applied and others that we didn’t. 
 
In college my views about God and the Bible were challenged by both friends and 
professors.  Then in my second year at Bates, already sensing that I was going to 
transfer and go into vocational ministry, I decided that it wouldn’t hurt to take a couple of 
religion courses while I was still there.  My first semester I took an Old Testament Survey 
class, and the second semester a New Testament survey class.  There I was introduced 
to a different way of reading the Bible.  Instead of the idea that the Bible had dropped 
from heaven, I heard that it was a completely human book.   
 
This obviously created some internal conflict for me.  On the one hand I had respect for 
the people I had grown up listening to talk about the Bible.  On the other hand, this 
intelligent professor with a doctorate degree made some convincing arguments that 



contradicted my strongly held beliefs.  So I did what they tell you to do in college:  I tried 
to think critically about what I was hearing. 
 
I thought critically about my assumptions that the Bible had descended magically from 
the heavens.  I started to question whether the way I had read it as a kind of rule book 
with solutions for all of life’s problems was really an adequate way for me to read it 
either.  At the same time, I allowed myself to question my professor’s presuppositions as 
well.  As I did it became plain to me that I wasn’t the only one with presuppositions about 
the Bible, and the nature of the world.  He was well entrenched in the rational, scientific 
worldview that holds with skepticism anything we can’t observe, repeat, and test.   
 
Some of you may find yourself on either end of those presuppositions.  My hope today is 
that when we finish, we’ll each take one step away from both of those overly simplistic 
views of the Bible, and come towards a much fuller understanding of this document. 
 
So here’s a simple question with a complex answer:  What is the Bible? 
 
I arrived at Zion Bible Institute in the summer of 1995, fully expecting to get help 
answering that question.  Let’s begin by saying the Bible is an ancient manuscript – a 
document written quite a long time ago, and which survives because copies were made 
of the originals, then copies of the copies and so forth. 
 
This is not a book like most other books that we are familiar with.  Despite it being a 
required textbook on my Zion syllabi, it is really NOT a textbook.  It’s also not a novel 
that you sit down and read in a few sittings while you hang out on the beach for the 
summer.  Neither is it a typical non-fiction text because in the original there are not 
chapters, illustrations, or boldfaced text to indicate what’s really important.  It’s not a 
science book, or a history book, though it refers to things that concern both of them. 
 
It is more of a library than a single book – a collection of literature written over a span of 
approximately 1500 years.  The 66 books that make up the Bible as we know it were 
written by approximately 40 different authors – some anonymous, some declared in the 
text themselves.  Some of the book is made up of narratives, with settings, characters, 
and a plot.  Some of the book reads like a legal code, with all kinds of rules for the way 
Israel was going to live.  Some of it is poetry, plain and simple, with beautiful and rich 
imagery.  At other times it is prophetic, or apocalyptic, with all the colorful metaphor that 
word implies.  Still other times it reads like a biography, just not a very detailed one 
about the life of Jesus.  And finally there are collections of letters sent from several 
Christian leaders to the first century churches.  It’s an amazing collection of material and 
in many ways, unique among other manuscripts from the same time period.  As I learned 
all of this, I started to gain a much different image of the Bible than I had previously held. 
 
But how does this ancient manuscript compare to other credible ancient 
manuscripts? 
 
Well, it actually compares rather well.  Most of us have heard of the Greek Philosopher 
Plato – you may have read his writings in a philosophy class somewhere.  The gap 
between his actual writing and first copy is around 1200 years.  The Roman historian 
Tacitus wrote at around 100 AD, but the earliest copies of his text are from around 1000 



AD.  The most well attested classical work of the time is Homer’s Iliad, written around 
900 BC, the first copies of which show up around 400 BC and there are 643 copies or 
fragments of his work. 
 
The New Testament was written in the first century AD, between the 60’s and 90’s.  The 
first fragment of the New Testament dates to approximately 125 AD – a piece of John’s 
gospel just a few verses long.  There is a nearly complete papyrus that contains most of 
Paul’s letters that dates to between 175-225 AD.  The first full copy of the entire New 
Testament is dated to around 325-360 AD.  All told there are more than 5600 fragments 
and full copies of the New Testament available to us today.  
 
But talking about the reliability of the manuscript evidence and its credibility still doesn’t 
get us to the end of our journey.  It does eliminate the old arguments that “you can’t trust 
the Bible because it’s been changed so many times” unless you want to also do the 
same for Tacitus, and Caesar, Plato and Homer.  At the same time, most people aren’t 
reading those texts, other than Plato perhaps, to guide their lives.  We may look at them 
to tell us what happened, when and to whom, but not to tell us how we should live our 
lives.  In light of this evidence, at Zion we were taught a simple phrase:  The Bible is the 
authoritative rule for faith and practice.  Now that sounds great, and easy to remember, 
but it also presents some questions, like “how is this authoritative?” and “does the Bible 
every say that about itself?”    
 
What does the Bible say about itself? 
 
Truth be told it doesn’t say those things.  It’s far more intriguing than that.  I found that as 
I started teaching and preaching from the Bible, that definition didn’t seem quite tailored 
for what I was supposed to do each week.  It was another moment where my 
understanding of the Bible needed to elevate a bit, and so I kept digging and looking into 
ways to understand what this book was.  Here I was helped along by some reading on 
my own, which finally led me to start looking at the Bible through the lens of a story – a 
true story – but a story nonetheless. 
 
One of the best places for us to look at what the Bible says about itself is a short 
passage that comes at the end of Luke’s account of Jesus’ life – Luke 24:13-32.  We’re 
not going to read the whole passage, I will just summarize it, then read a couple of 
selected verses.  Jesus is talking with two men who are leaving Jerusalem just a few 
days after Jesus’ crucifixion.  They share their disappointment because they had thought 
Jesus was God’s Messiah and his crucifixion had ended that hope. 
 
But Jesus begins to open up the Scriptures and explain to them how the words written 
there had actually pointed to these events.  He begins to show that these Scriptures are 
the story of God’s redemptive activity in the world, which had come to its critical moment 
in Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection.  It’s not just that these were some prophecies that 
“came true”, but that this story of God’s interaction with human beings, his love for them 
and his hope for their rescue had come to its completion and fulfillment in Jesus.  It’s a 
fully divine and fully human story and the two are practically inseparable as you read the 
whole arc of Scripture.  The Scriptures are not disembodied rules for faith and practice, 
but a story that is shaping a community of people to see the world a certain way: with 
God and his Kingdom at the center. 



 
The second place we can look to see what the Bible says about itself is in 2 Timothy 
3:16-17, where Paul writes about Scripture as being inspired by God – the word literally 
means that they were “God-breathed”.  Paul paints a word picture for his audience, who 
would have seen the parallel to the creation account of God breathing life into Adam.  
But further than that, these words prepare us for good works; for the kinds of works that 
would align with God’s work in the world.   
 
In that sense, it is not that the Bible is authoritative, but that through the Bible God 
expresses his authority in the world.  Through his interaction with human beings God 
articulates his design for the planet and the people who inhabit it, and invites us to 
participate in that life.  He is not seeking observers, but characters in the story that Jesus 
said began long before he arrived on earth, and which continues to this day – the story 
of God’s redemptive activity within human beings and our world. 
 
Most of us are familiar with stories.  In fact, stories are an important way in which our 
view of the world is shaped – they’re much more powerful than we give them credit for.  
But maybe the big question that arises is this:  How can a story be authoritative? 
 
How can this story claim to give me guidance and direction for my life?  One of the best 
proposals I’ve ever read on that question is by an author named N.T. Wright.  He’s a 
bishop in the Anglican church, and a tremendous scholar on all things related to the New 
Testament.  He wrote an article which you can find online 
(http://www.ntwrightpage.com/Wright_Bible_Authoritative.htm) in which he outlines a 
way of reading the Bible that would take it seriously as both God’s story of redemptive 
activity in the world, and also as an expression of God’s authority to us. 
 
He suggests the following: 
 

Suppose there exists a Shakespeare play whose fifth act had been lost.  The first 
four acts provide, let us suppose, such a wealth of characterization, such a 
crescendo of excitement within the plot, that it is generally agreed that the play 
ought to be staged.  Nevertheless, it is felt inappropriate actually to write a fifth 
act once and for all: it would freeze the play into one form, and commit 
Shakespeare as it were to being prospectively responsible for work not in fact his 
own.  Better, it might be felt, to give the key parts to highly trained, sensitive and 
experienced Shakespearian actors, who would immerse themselves in the first 
four acts, and in the language and culture of Shakespeare and his time, and who 
would then be told to work out a fifth act for themselves. 

 
If that were the case, we would not be free to toss out the first four acts as if they had 
never happened.  We would not be free to look at the first four acts as irrelevant 
material, and so improvise a fifth act that had nothing to do with the first four.  Rather, we 
would have the responsibility to move the story forward from where the fourth act left off, 
towards its proper conclusion – the one clearly foreshadowed within the first four acts:  
the full redemption of mankind and the creation back to its creator.  We would have to do 
so in a way that was congruent with all that had been written in the previous four acts.  If 
the Bible wants to do anything, it wants to shape our view of the world so that we will 



recognize God and his activity more, allowing us to cooperate more fully with what He is 
doing. 
 
The Bible is the story of God’s redemptive activity in the world through which 
God shapes our view of the world, inviting us to recognize and cooperate with his 
work. 
 
In order for that to happen, we all have to be liberated from some of our own 
misunderstandings.  We can’t just fall back into repeating arguments we’ve heard before 
without taking a serious look at not only the evidence outside the Bible, but within the 
Bible itself.  And for those of us who have been following Jesus for some time, we can’t 
fall back into using the Bible to prove our points or just to confirm what we have always 
thought.  We have to set it free from those presuppositions we all carry and let it speak 
for itself. 
 
Understanding grows when we ask questions about our presuppositions; when we 
choose to think critically about what someone else says.   Instead of just tossing it out 
the window, we ask ourselves, “What if?”  I don’t imagine that I could change your mind 
about what this book is in one talk, but I do hope that it creates some tension within you, 
sparks some questions, and causes you to take your understanding of the Bible to a 
more sophisticated place. 
 
 


